Abstract. Closure operators are very useful tools in several areas of classical mathematics and in general category theory. In fuzzy set theory, fuzzy closure operators have been studied by G. Gerla (1966). These works generally define a fuzzy subset as a mapping from a set X to the real unit interval, as a complete and complemented lattice. (2010) propose theories of fuzzy closure systems and fuzzy closure operators in a more general settings, but still using complemented lattices.
Introduction
It is well-known that the associated closure and interior operators provide equivalent descriptions of set-theoretic topology; but this is not generally true in other categories, consequently it makes sense to define and study the notion of closure operators C in the context of fuzzy set theory, where we can find categories in a lattice-theoretical context. Closure operators are very useful tools in several areas of classical mathematics, and particularly in category theory. In fuzzy set theory, fuzzy closure operators have been studied by Gerla and others, (see e.g. [3] ). These works generally define a fuzzy subset as a mapping from a set X to the real unit interval [0, 1], as a complete and complemented lattice.
More recently, [2] , [5] and [8] propose theories of fuzzy closure systems and fuzzy closure operators in a more general settings, but using complemented lattices.
The aim of this paper is to propose a more general theory of fixed and variable-basis fuzzy closure operators, employing both categorical tools and the lattice theoretical fundations investigated in [6] and [4] , where the lattices are usually non-complemented.
The paper is organized as follows: Following [6] and [4] we introduce, in section 1, the basic lattice theoretical fundations. In section 2, we present the concept of fixed-basis fuzzy closure operators and then we construct a topological category (FBCO-SET, U ), next in section 3 we present the concept of variable-basis fuzzy closure operators and then we construct a topological category (VBCO-SET, U ).
In section 4, we study some additional stability properties of closure operators, that is idempotent and additive closure operators. Finally in section 5, we present some examples of various classes of closure maps.
From Lattice Theoretic Foundations
Let (L, ≤) be a complete, infinitely distributive lattice, i.e. (L, ≤) is a partially ordered set such that for every subset A ⊂ L the join A and the meet A are defined, moreover ( A) ∧ α = {a ∧ α) | a ∈ A} and ( A) ∨ α = {a ∨ α) | a ∈ A} for every α ∈ L. In particular, L = ⊤ and L = ⊥ are respectively the universal upper and the universal lower bounds in L. We assume that ⊥ = ⊤, i.e. L has at least two elements. (2) ⊗ : L × L → L is a binary operation satisfying the following axioms:
(a) ⊗ is isotone in both arguments, i.e. α 1 α 2 , β 1 β 2 implies
The category CQM L comprises the following data:
(a) Objects: Complete quasi-monoidal lattices.
(b) Morphisms: All SET morphisms, between the above objects, which preserve ⊗ and ⊤ and arbitrary .
(c) Composition and identities are taken from SET .
The category LOQM L is the dual of CQM L, i.e. LOQM L = CQM L op .
GL−monoids.
A GL−monoid (see [4] ) is a complete lattice enriched with a further binary operation ⊗, i.e. a triple ( L, ≤, ⊗) such that:
(1) ⊗ is isotone, commutative and associative; (2) ( L, ≤, ⊗) is integral, i.e. ⊤ acts as the unity:
It is well known that every GL−monoid is residuated, i.e. there exists a further binary operation " −→" (implication) on L satisfying the following condition:
Explicitly the implication is given by
If X is a set and L is a GL-monoid (or a complete quasi-monoidal lattice), then the fuzzy powerset L X in an obvious way can be pointwise endowed with a structure of a GL-monoid (or of a complete quasi-monoidal lattice).
In particular the L-sets 1 X and 0 X defined by 1 X (x) = ⊤ and 0 X (x) = ⊥ ∀x ∈ X are respectively the universal upper and lower bounds in L X .
1.3. Powerset operator foundations. We give the powerset operators, developed and justified in detail by S.E. Rodabaugh in [6] and [7] . Let
Y , the L-powerset of X, and the M -powerset of Y , respectively. Then the following powerset operators are defined:
Note that these operators were defined taking into account the Adjoint functor theorem. Consequently, we have that
2. Basic properties of fixed-basis fuzzy closure operators Definition 2.1. Given L an object of the category CQM L, a closure operator C of the category SET (of sets and functions between them) with respect to L is given by a family
that for every set X:
where X is a set and c X is a closure map on X.
Proposition 2.4. The C-continuity condition can equivalently be expressed
On the other hand, condition (2) gives
as a consequence we obtain Definition 2.6. The category FBCO-SET of C-spaces comprises de following data:
(1) Objects: pairs (X, c X ), where X is a set and c X is a clousure map on X.
(2) Morphisms: Functions which are C-continuous.
2.1.
The lattice structure of all closure operators. We consider the collection C SET, L of all closure operators on SET with respect to the complete quasi-monoidal lattice L. It is ordered by
, for all set X, and for all u ∈ L X .
This way C SET, L inherents a lattice structure from L:
is the least element in C SET, L , and the trivial closure operator
is the largest one.
where X is an arbitrary set, satisfies
• u c X (u), because u c λX (u) for all u ∈ L X and for all λ ∈ Λ.
•
• Since c λX (0 X ) = 0 X for all λ ∈ Λ, we have thatc X (0 X ) = 0 X . 
i.e. the following diagram is conmutative (3) is a closure map on X for which the function f is C-continuous.
Proof.
It is clear that c X f is the finner map on L X for which the function f is C-continuous, more precisaly. Proof. Suppose that f • g is C-continuous, i. e. Proof. We must show that for every object (Z, c Z ) of FBCO-SET, each
In fact,
Now, remember that
Definition 2.12. (Adámek [1] and Rodabaugh [7] ) Category A is topological with regard to X and functor V : A → X iff eah V -structured source in X has a unique, initial V -lift in A. We may also say that A is topological over X with regard to functor V .
As a consequence of corollary (2.8), proposition (2.9) and proposition (2.11), we obtain Theorem 2.13. The concrete category (FBCO-SET, O) over SET is a topological category.
Basic properties of variable-basis closure operators
In this section we consider a subcategory D of CQML in order to construct fuzzy variable-basis closure operators on the category SET × D that has as objects all pairs (X, L), where X is a set and L is an object of D, as mor- 
Definition 3.2. A fuzzy variable-basis C-space is a triple (X, L, c XL ), where
(X, L) is an object of SET × D and c XL is a closure map on (X, L).
Proposition 3.4. Condition (4) is equivalent to
Proof. Condition (4) gives that, for v ∈ M Y and u = (f, φ) ← (v),
On the other hand, condition (5) gives
Consider two fuzzy c-continuous morphisms
now, by the fuzzy c-continuity of (g, ψ),
As a consequence we obtain 
i.e the following diagram is conmutativê
The map (6) is a closure map on (X, L) for which the morphism (f, φ) is fuzzy c-continuous
3) (Lower bound)
It is clear thatĉ XL is the finest map on L X for which the morphism (f, φ)
es fuzzy c-continuous, more precisely Proof.
Then for all u ∈ L X , we have
As in theorem (2.13), we have Theorem 3.9. The concrete category (VBCO-SET, U ) over SET × D is a topological category.
3.2.
Closed and dense fuzzy sets.
it is equal to it is closure, i.e, c XL (u) = u. The fuzzy c-continuity condition (4) implies that c-closedness is preserved by inverse images. Then the initial closure operator C = (c X f ) X ∈ |SET | defined by
Proof. Suppose that C = (c Y ) Y ∈ |SET | is an idempotent closure operator and let f : X → Y be a function. Then
On the other hand, the monotonicity condition of closure operators implies
By using similar arguments, we can proof that 
holds for every set X.
(2) Fully additive if the condition
holds for every set X. Then the initial closure operator C = (c X f ) X ∈ |SET | defined by
is also fully additive.
Proof. Suppose that C = (c Y ) Y ∈ |SET | is a fully additive closure operator and let f : X → Y be a function. Then, for all
By using similar arguments, we can proof that For a GL−monoid L and for an L-topology τ ⊆ L X , we define
These maps produce a closure operator of the category SET. propose theories of fuzzy closure systems and fuzzy closure operators in a more general settings, but still using complemented lattices. The aim of this paper is to propose a more general theory of fixed and variable-basis fuzzy closure operators, employing both categorical tools and the lattice theoretical fundations investigated by S. E. , where the lattices are usually non-complemented. Besides, we construct topological categories in both cases.
